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Award winning Deco for Divers provides a comprehensive overview of the principles underlying
decompression theory. Mark Powell has written a book that for the first time allows the average
diver to fully understand the principles behind this fascinating aspect of diving. This book
bridges the gap between introductory books and source scientific information. What I wanted
was an intermediate overview that went into more detail but wasn't written for academics or
researchers. When I became a technical diving instructor I started teaching other people about
decompression theory. I tried to give an overview of decompression theory at this intermediate
level to give my students a better understanding of what was happening during decompression
dives. This was always very popular amongst divers who, like me, had always wanted to
understand more about the concepts and models underlying decompression theory. I was
always being asked if I could recommend a good book which covered this area but as before,
there was no such text available. Over time I started giving out notes for the decompression
theory portion of my courses and these notes started building. Initially they were just a few
pages but the notes became more and more comprehensive and started to cover more and
more areas. Eventually they grew into this book.

“Patrick McManus is a treasure.” ―The Atlantic“Everybody should read Patrick McManus.” ―The
New York Times Book Review“A style that brings to mind Mark Twain, Art Buchwald, and
Garrison Keillor.” ―People“Describing Patrick F. McManus as an outdoor humorist is like saying
Mark Twain wrote books about small boys . . . the funniest writer around today--indoors or
outdoors.” ―Atlanta Journal-Constitution“McManus captures the innocence most of us lose
when we become grown up, and reading him you can't help recalling similar times and events in
yor own life.” ―Booklist--This text refers to the paperback edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.The Grasshopper TrapBy Patrick F. McManusHolt
PaperbacksCopyright © 1986Patrick F. McManusAll right reserved.Grasshopper Trap, TheThe
Skunk LadderDriving out to the country the other day, my wife, Bun, and I passed the aromatic
remains of at least ten road-killed skunks."Must be a good year for skunks," I observed."Looks
like a bad one for them, if you ask me," Bun said."I mean there's obviously a large skunk
population this year," I sniffed, instantly realizing that I shouldn't have sniffed, because at that
moment we were passing another skunk carcass.Just then a live skunk scurried out in front of
the car. I swerved to the left and back to the right, and we managed to screech safely around it.
Bun screeches quite often but it was the first time I had screeched in years."Goodness, that was
close!" Bun said. "What would you have done if you'd hit that skunk with the car?""The only
decent thing," I replied. "I'd have stoppedand buried it in the ditch. I might even have buried the
skunk along with it.""You talk as if you've had a lot of experience with skunks," she said."You



bet," I said. "Mostly when I was a kid. You mean I've never told you about the skunk ladder? Boy,
do you have a treat in store for you!""Sorry I mentioned it," she mumbled, possibly in an attempt
to conceal her intense interest in the bizarre tale.As I told Bun, my friend Crazy Eddie Muldoon
and I were sitting on the Muldoon corral fence one summer afternoon, trying to think of
something to do. This was shortly after I had nearly drowned in the creek while testing Eddie's
deep-sea diving apparatus, and after we had crashed in our homemade plane during takeoff
from the roof of the Muldoon barn, and after our submarine had failed to surface with us in the
pond, but before Mr. Muldoon started being treated by old Doc Mosby for a mysterious nervous
condition. I recall mentioning to Eddie that his father seemed to be awfully jumpy that summer,
and Eddie said he had noticed it, too, and wondered if it might not be caused by eating
vegetables.Even as we sat on the fence, Mr. Muldoon came by on his tractor and stopped to
study us suspiciously. "What are you two up to now?" he demanded."Nothin', Pa," Crazy Eddie
said. "Just trying to think of something to do."Mr. Muldoon shuddered. "Well, when you think of it,
you let me know before you start to do it, you hear?""Sure, Pa," Eddie said. "I guess what we'll do
is go dig in the dirt. We've been talkin' about doin' that.""Okay," said Mr. Muldoon, shifting his
tractor into gear. "Just don't build nothin'!" Then he drove off."What kind of hole are we going to
dig?" I asked Eddie.He stared off into space, his face enveloped in that dreamy expression that
always accompanied one of his wondrous new ideas. "A big hole," he said. "A real big
hole."Digging the hole occupied us for most of a week. One of the problems with digging a big
hole is that it is difficult to know when it is big enough and deep enough. There are basically two
kinds of holes dug in the ground: (1) applied holes, such as for posts, wells, mines, etc., and (2)
holes for holes' sake. Eddie and I were digging one of the latter. Eventually, the hole was so deep
we could barely heave shovelfuls of dirt up over its sides. At that point, Eddie judged it to be
finished.Since Eddie had insisted that we keep the sides of the hole squared up, we had to pull
ourselves out of it on a rope, one end of which was tied to a pile of stumps nearby. The stump
pile also served to screen our digging activities from the view of Mr. Muldoon, who was cutting
hay in a field on the far side of the farm. As Eddie often pointed out, any kind of engineering feat
should be screened from the eyes of the engineer's parents. That way you could concentrate on
your work and didn't have to be answering a lot of dumb questions all the time.We were
immensely proud of the hole, and I still don't believe I've ever seen a nicer one. It was so nice, in
fact, that Eddie abandoned his view of it as purely an aesthetically pleasing hole and began
trying to think of it as practical."You know what we could do with this hole?" he said. "We could
make a wild animal trap out of it, you know, like Frank Buck does in Africa. We could cover it up
with branches and leaves and grass, and wild animals would come along and fall into it. Then we
could tame them and teach them to do tricks."Eddie fairly glowed with enthusiasm as his idea
began to take shape. "And then we could start our own circus," he went on. "We could charge
people to see our animals do tricks. We might even get rich. Gosh, I bet we could catch a deer or
an elk or a bear or a mountain lion or ...""One of your father's cows," I put in.Eddie's glow of
enthusiasm faded. "Yeah," he said. "I never thought of that."Both of us stood there silently for a



moment, thinking of Mr. Muldoon staring down into the hole at one of his milk cows. It was
unpleasant to think about."Tomorrow we'd better fill the hole back in," Eddie said."How about
tonight? Maybe a cow will fall in tonight."Eddie pondered this possibility for a moment. "I got it,"
he said. "There's a big ol' door out behind the barn. We'll drag that down here and put it over the
hole." And that is what we did, before knocking off work for the day, secure in the knowledge that
the door would save us from the uncomfortable experience of watching his father undergo one of
his fits of hysteria.Early the next morning, Eddie and I headed for the big hole, prepared to start
the tedious task of undigging it. As we approached the excavation, a familiar odor reached our
nostrils."Must be a skunk around here someplace," Eddie said."Maybe it's in the hole," I
said."Couldn't be. We covered it with the door."Nevertheless, the skunk was in the hole. He had
apparently found an open space under the door, slipped in for a look around, and plummeted
the eight feet or more to the bottom of the hole. Oddly, he did not seem to be frightened of us.
Even stranger, for we did not know that skunks weregreat diggers, he had hollowed out a huge
cavern under one side, in an attempt to dig his way out of the hole."We can't fill in the hole with
the skunk in there," I said. "How are we going to get him out?""Maybe one of us could drop down
in the hole, grab him real quick before he sprays, and then throw him out," Eddie said. "I'll yell
real loud so he'll look at me and won't notice when you jump in and grab him and ...""I don't like
that idea," I said. "Think of something else.""I got it!" Eddie exclaimed, snapping his fingers.
"We'll go up to my dad's shop and build a ladder. Then we'll stick it down the hole and hide
someplace while he climbs the ladder. A skunk should be able to figure out how to climb a
ladder."Eddie and I were working on the ladder when his father walked into the shop. "I thought I
told you not to build anything," he growled. "What's that?""Just a skunk ladder," Crazy Eddie
said."Oh," his father said. "Well, don't build nothin' else unless you tell me first."Eddie and I went
back out to the hole and stuck the ladder in it. The skunk showed no inclination to climb it,
choosing instead to hide in the cavern it had hollowed out. Just then we heard Eddie's father
yelling at us: "What did you mean, skunk ladder?" We peeked out around the stump pile, and
there was Mr. Muldoon striding across the pasture toward us."Quick," said Eddie. "Help me put
the door back over the hole!"We threw the door over the top of the hole, neatly hiding it from
view. Before we could think of a good explanationfor a big pile of dirt out in a corner of the
pasture, Mr. Muldoon charged up."Now what?" he cried. "Where did that dirt come from? What's
my door doing out here?"He reached down and grabbed the edge of the door."Stop, Pa, don't!"
Eddie yelled, rushing forward.From that point on, the actions of the parties involved all blurred
together. It is difficult to recall the exact sequence of action, but I will try.Mr. Muldoon grabbed the
door and flipped it off the hole. Then he said, "Smells like a skun ..." at which time he shot out of
sight, leaving his straw hat suspended in the air for perhaps a quarter of a second. (Later, I
deduced that Mr. Muldoon had stepped on the edge of the hole, beneath which the skunk had
hollowed out its cavern.) A cloud of dust puffed up out of the hole when Mr. Muldoon hit the
bottom. Then he yelled several serious swear words with the word "SKUNK!" mixed in with them.
Next there were a lot of earthy scrabbling sounds, and Mr. Muldoon came clawing his way up the



side of the hole, but the dirt gave way and he fell back in, saying something like "Ooofff!" It is
important, perhaps, to realize that all the activity so far had taken place in a span of no more
than four seconds. Eddie had meanwhile charged forward, yelling, "Pa, Pa, don't hurt him!" He
was standing at the top of the ladder when the skunk rushed up that contrivance and emerged
from the cloud of dust. Startled, and not wanting the skunk to reverse ends and spray him, Eddie
grabbed the little animal by the head. The skunk started scratching and biting, so Eddie threw it
back down in the hole, where its arrival was followed by a savage bellow from Mr. Muldoon, who,
to our surprise, then came racing up the skunk ladder himself.This was the signal for Eddie and
me to start running, which we did, and we continued running until the thunderous sounds of Mr.
Muldoon's clodhopper boots faded behind us, and still we ran on, finally outdistancing even the
nostril-searing smell of Eddie's father.Eddie eventually made his way home and placed himself
under the protective custody of his mother, until Mr. Muldoon's rage subsided into the odd little
facial tic that was to remain with him for several months.In the ruckus at the skunk ladder, Eddie
had been hit in the face with a slight charge of skunk spray. Worried at first that the spray might
have affected his brain, Mr. and Mrs. Muldoon finally assumed there would be no lasting ill
effects. Twenty years later, however. Crazy Eddie became a Ph.D. in chemistry.Copyright © 1989
by Patrick F. McManusContinues...Excerpted from The Grasshopper Trap by Patrick F. McManus
Copyright © 1986 by Patrick F. McManus. Excerpted by permission.All rights reserved. No part
of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without permission in writing from the
publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the personal use of visitors to this
web site. --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorPatrick F. McManus
(1933-2018) is the author of novels, plays, and more than a dozen collections of his humor
columns from Outdoor Life and other magazines. There are nearly two million copies of his book
in print, including his bestselling The Shoot Canoes, Don't They?; The Night the Bear Ate
Goombaw; and A Fine and Pleasant Misery. --This text refers to the paperback edition.From
AudioFileThe audio format is the perfect medium for these colorful escapades of McManus, as a
boy and an adult. If only all tales of the outdoors and the trials of growing up could be so
hilarious. and told with such delight by an uncle or family storyteller. George Irving takes on each
of the unforgettable characters with great energy, including McManus's wife, Bun, and childhood
acquaintances Rancid Crabtree and Rupert Scraggs A judicious use of accent and
characterization strikes a balance which brings each story alive but doesn't overplay it: a rare
treat which will keep whole family listeningand laughing. R.F.W. (c)AudioFile, Portland, Maine --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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author of this work has been asserted in accordance with the Copyright Designs and Patents
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be lent, resold, hired out, or otherwise circulated without the publisher’s prior consent in any
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BookPublished by AquaPress Ltd25 Farriers WayTemple Farm Industrial EstateSouthend-on-
SeaEssex SS2 5RYUnited KingdomFirst Published 2008Reprinted 2009, 2013Second Edition
2014AquaPress and the AquaPress Logo are Trademarks of AquaPress Ltd.A CIP catalogue
record for this book is available from the British Library.Diving is an inherently dangerous sport.
The information contained in this book is supplied merely for the convenience of the reader and
should not be used as the sole source of information. This book is not a substitute for proper
training by a recognized diver training agency. The author and publisher have made every effort
to ensure that the information in this book is correct at the time of going to press. However, they
accept no liability or responsibility whatsoever for any loss, damage, accident, injury or
inconvenience sustained by any person using this book or following advice presented in it,
provided that this shall not limit or exclude liability for death or personal injury caused by their
negligence.For information on all other AquaPress titles visitAll rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced in any material form (including photocopying or storing it in any
medium by electronic means and whether or not transiently or incidentally to some other use of
this publication) without the written permission of the copyright owner except in accordance with
the provisions of the Copyright Designs and Patents Act 1988 or under the terms of a licence
issued by the Copyright Licensing Agency Ltd. 90 Tottenham Court Road, London. England
W1P 9HE. Applications for the copyright owner’s written permission to reproduce any part of this
publication should be addressed to the publisher.FOREWORDThis is a truly remarkable book
which covers all the various theories of decompression and ascents for divers in a most
readable and understanding manner. The elimination of the mathematics and jargon means that
any diver should easily understand the basis for the diverse decompression procedure.The
author has been able to be very objective and not select any one of these many methods used
by tables and dive computers as being necessarily the best. The ability to read and compare all
of these in one place allows the diver to make up his or her own mind as to which is indeed the
safest. Mark Powell is to be congratulated for writing this excellent book and making
decompression and ascent so understandable for any diver. He shows an excellent
understanding of the many different methods with clear explanations and figures.As a technical
diver, he uses many of these methods for safe ascents himself and the clarity of his presentation
is far superior to the complex books and papers in this field today. There is no other



comprehensive book on decompression to my knowledge which is so easy to read and
understand by the average recreational or technical diver.Every diver can benefit from this
knowledge and I certainly recommend the International Divers Alert Network and Undersea and
Hyperbaric Medical Society to include this title in their book lists.Peter B. Bennett, Ph.D.,
D.Sc.Executive Director, UHMSEmeritus Professor of AnesthesiologyDuke University Medical
CenterFounder & 1st President, DANDECO FOR DIVERS BY MARK POWELLHAS WON THE
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out a little more about the physiology and concepts underlying decompressionThis book was
written to provide an accessible source of information on decompression theory. It is aimed at
divers who are interested in finding out a little more about the physiology and concepts of
decompression. The idea initially took root when I first started trying to learn more about
decompression theory in order to satisfy my own interest. There were a number of sources of
introductory information giving the basics of decompression theory. Some of these are very
good introductions to the subject and are well explained. However, I found that if I wanted to find
out any more about any aspect of the theory there was a shortage of follow-on information. The
only option was to jump into the original source articles, research papers or conference
proceedings. Often the original source material was highly detailed with each paper looking in
great depth into a single aspect of the individual concepts. A further hindrance was that many of
these original papers were published in quite obscure journals or as research reports. Journals
such as the Undersea and Hyperbaric Medicine Journal or the Aviation, Space and
Environmental Medicine Journal can only be found in specific research or university libraries.
Many of the papers written by decompression researchers working for the British, US and other
navys were published as internal research notes and were not available in even the most
comprehensive libraries. I was frustrated by this gap between the introductory texts and the
source material. What I wanted was an intermediate overview that went into more detail but
wasn’t written for academics or researchers. Unfortunately there was no such text
available.When I became a technical diving instructor I started teaching other people about
decompression theory. I tried to give an overview of decompression theory at this intermediate
level to give my students a better understanding of what was happening during decompression
dives. This was always very popular amongst divers who, like me, had always wanted to
understand more about the concepts and models underlying decompression theory. I was
always being asked if I could recommend a good book which covered this area but as before,
there was no such text available. Over time I started giving out notes for the decompression
theory portion of my courses and these notes started building. Initially they were just a few
pages but the notes became more and more comprehensive and started to cover more and
more areas. Eventually they grew into this book.As I wrote this book I could have started almost
every sentence with ‘current thinking is’ or ‘we currently believe’. There are many theories as to
the causes and mechanics of decompression but very few known facts.“There is a false sense
of security amongst recreational divers that decompression is a well understood science and
that decompression illness can easily be avoided if you stick to your decompression tables.”This
confidence is not shared by many decompression researchers. They realise that there is so
much we still don’t understand.As we will see during the course of the book there are a number
of quite different theories on various aspects of decompression theory. Not all of these theories
can be correct. One of the major problems in giving a definitive explanation is that there is very
little scientific evidence behind many of the theories. This problem of insufficient evidence can
be seen where there are directly competing theories on a single issue. It is possible to find a



paper on one aspect of decompression theory which is directly contradicted by another paper.
Which one is correct? This problem is not unique to decompression research but is exacerbated
by the fact that many studies are performed on test groups that are too small to be considered
statistically significant. Tests are often conducted in less than ideal experimental conditions with
test subjects being given control of the experiment and asked for a subjective view of the results.
This leads to the situation where you can get contradictory results and often interested parties
leap on the result that backs up their point of view without acknowledging other points of
view.Despite all the issues I have raised above, recreational diving is a very safe activity
compared to other activities. Millions of dives are carried out each year using current
decompression models with a very small incidence of decompression illness.Many of the early
advances in the field of decompression theory were driven by navy research scientists or
medical officers. Haldane’s development of the dissolved gas model through to Workman’s
development of the M-value idea was driven by military interest. In the 1960s and 1970s the
discovery of oil reserves in deep water led to a significant interest in developing new diving
techniques for deeper and longer dives. During this period the major oil exploration companies
invested heavily in decompression research. With the increased use of remotely operated
vehicles (ROVs) the interest in decompression research in the oil companies was greatly
reduced. With the reduction in research in the military and commercial sectors the funding for
decompression research has also been greatly reduced.The increase in popularity of technical
diving has raised the interest in decompression theory when pushed beyond the limits of
recreational diving. Technical diving involves diving deeper than recreational limits for extended
periods of time and using mixed gases other than air. Technical diving is pushing the boundaries
of many aspects of diving and decompression theory is one such area. With the reduction in
research on the military and commercial sectors it is becoming increasingly common for the
needs of technical divers to drive decompression research.Technical divers who are extending
recreational diving concepts to technical diving decompression may be taking a much higher
risk. Applying concepts tried and tested in the recreational diving range can produce
unexpected or incorrect results when applied outside of their intended range. Decompression
ideas that are valid within the recreational diving range are not necessarily valid beyond this
range.As an analogy we can consider a post natal clinic which measures the length/height of
babies from birth to 6 months old. With enough measurements we can calculate an average
height for ages from birth to 6 months. From this data we can extrapolate to 1 year, 2 years or
more. However this extrapolation becomes increasingly inaccurate as the age is increased. The
rate of growth slows down and then stops as we become older and so the relationship between
age and height that applies from birth to 6 months becomes increasingly unreliable as we get
older. Blindly extrapolating the data will result in a prediction that by age 21 we will be
approximately 4m tall. Diving in the recreational range can be thought of as analogous to age 0
to 6 months in that we have plenty of data points for this range and can use these to accurately
predict what will happen in this range. As we increase the depth and start to go into



decompression diving then we are extrapolating past the 6 months point and so our predictions
will start to become less reliable. In this range traditional methods of predicting decompression
may still provide useable dive profiles but they are based on less than ideal assumptions. As we
dive deeper and longer and move into the range of extreme technical dives then decompression
predictions based on traditional recreational models can be compared to the predictions of a 4m
tall, 21 year old.Adopting the latest fashion in decompression theory still doesn’t mean that the
technical diver is free from risk. Divers who download one of the latest PC planning tools from
the internet; use it to plan a dive and just blindly follow the plan it gives them are gambling with
their health and on the assumption that this piece of software is correct.As I have explained I am
a diver and a technical diving instructor. I am not a doctor or a decompression researcher. As
such there is no original research or thoughts in this book. All I have tried to do is to bring
together and explain the ideas and theories that have been proposed by others. In doing this I
have necessarily had to summarise some of the core ideas.“Blindly following a set of tables, PC
planning program or any other form of decompression planning without understanding some of
the principles of decompression theory can be highly dangerous.”In some cases this process
has taken an aspect of decompression theory which spans many articles and conference
proceedings and summarises it in just a couple of paragraphs. In this case it is inevitable that
much has to be left out and many of the ideas and explanations must be simplified. I have tried
to simplify things to the point where they can easily be understood without losing the key point.In
chapter one we start with a thorough review of the history and development of decompression
theory. This chapter gives details on the life and work of some of the early researchers in this
area as well as detailing the discoveries they are responsible for. Starting with Robert Boyle’s
experiments with a vacuum pump which provided the first documented occurrence of
decompression sickness, the chapter moves through the research of the famous French
scientist Paul Bert. The introduction of pressurised underwater working areas (Caissons) and
the resulting discovery of Caisson’s Disease is detailed along with the experiences of workers
involved in early Caisson construction projects. At about the same time, the first evidence of
decompression sickness amongst divers was also documented.The pioneering work of John
Scott Haldane and his work for the British Admiralty in developing the first scientifically derived
decompression tables sets the tone for future research on decompression theory. The
contribution of the US Navy between the two world wars and in the early 1950s is described, as
well as the significant contributions of Prof. Albert Bühlmann in Switzerland. Together, this
research provides the basis of what we would consider traditional decompression theory.In
chapter two some of the key principles of decompression theory are explored. This combination
of physical effects and their impact on our body provide an overview of exactly what happens to
us when we breathe in a pressurized environment. Although dealing with concepts from physics
and biology, this chapter is written in a descriptive style with no scientific jargon or complex
equations.Chapter three describes the various forms of decompression sickness, how they are
caused and how they can be avoided. Various conditions, behaviours and environmental



conditions that can increase the risk of decompression sickness are discussed. The medical
effect of decompression sickness on the body, together with the treatment, both in a first aid and
in recompression chambers, is discussed.Saturation diving is discussed in chapter four. This
type of diving is popular with commercial diving organisations but is not practical for the
recreational diver. Saturation diving involves the divers staying on the sea bed until their bodies
become saturated with the gas they are breathing, they can then work for indefinite periods –
from days to weeks or even months – without incurring any further decompression penalties.
This approach becomes cost effective for commercial divers undertaking long projects. Due to
the interest in saturation diving amongst commercial and military organisations, a significant
amount of research has been carried out in this area and in fact many aspects of decompression
theory have arisen as a result of saturation diving research.Chapter five discusses the use of
Nitrox and its effect on decompression. Most recreational diving has traditional been carried out
while breathing compressed air. Since the 1990s Nitrox, a combination of nitrogen and oxygen
where the oxygen content is higher than normal air, has become increasingly common. The use
of Nitrox to reduce decompression obligations is discussed, as well as the use of an additional
rich Nitrox mixture to speed up (or accelerate) decompression. Using the first of these
techniques divers can spend up to twice as long on the bottom without having to go into
decompression. With the second technique, divers can significantly reduce the amount of
decompression they need to do for a given dive.Modern approaches to decompression theory
are summarised in chapter six. The emergence of inconsistencies in the traditional view of
decompression which has led to the development of more recent theories are also discussed.
More recent approaches, which can be described as deep stop or bubble model approaches,
are covered in detail. The development of deep stops through both empirical trial and error as
well as more scientific approaches is detailed. Empirical approaches such as Pyle stops are
covered, along with the popular gradient factor approach. The work of researchers in the “tiny
bubble” group, which has led to so called bubble models, is described as well as both the
generic aspects of bubble models and some of the specifics of several of the more popular
versions of bubble models. For deeper diving, the use of Trimix – a mixture of oxygen, helium
and nitrogen – is becoming increasingly common. The introduction of helium into the breathing
mix provides significant advantages for deeper diving but introduces additional complications
into decompression. Chapter seven gives a full discussion of all the factors involved in Trimix
decompression. A variety of other decompression models or approaches are discussed in
chapter eight. Despite sponsoring the original research by JS Haldane, the British Royal Navy
developed an alternative method of calculating decompression schedules. These tables were
developed by the Royal Naval Physiological Laboratory and are known as RNPL tables. These
tables adopt quite a different approach to decompression modeling to the traditional approach
inspired by Haldane. The British Sub Aqua Club (BSAC) has also developed a set of tables
based on an alternative model. The BSAC has never published the details of their model but by
investigating the research of the scientist who developed them we can piece together some



clues as to how they work. The US Navy has also looked at alternative models based on
different assumptions as to how our body takes in and eliminates nitrogen. They have also put
extensive effort into calculating decompression tables based on statistical or probability models.
For those who are interested in the details of the various decompression models discussed
throughout the book, Chapter nine contains tables of the various key parameters as well as
details of the mathematical models. All the mathematical details of the various models have
been collected into a single chapter, providing a complete reference for those who would like to
investigate the implementations of the various approaches. It also ensures that the rest of the
chapters can remain relatively maths free which makes the main sections of the book more
readable. For those who are not mathematically inclined, this chapter can be safely skipped!In
the main body of the text I have generally avoided giving specific references or including
footnotes in order to avoid breaking up the flow of the narrative. The References and Further
Reading section contains further reading on key areas of decompression theory as well as
references to source material for each chapter.Historical Perspective1Robert Boyle was the first
scientist to document an incident of decompression illnessDecompression theory has a long
and involved history. Some of the greatest scientific minds have been involved in the story of
decompression theory. Despite 350 years of study there are still many aspects of
decompression theory which are still as unknown to us as they were to the earliest pioneers of
deco theory. The story of decompression started in England in the seventeenth century and over
the next 350 years the focus of our story jumped between England, the rest of Europe, as well as
the United States and involved some of the most famous scientists of the ages. Great scientific
minds like Robert Boyle, John Dalton and Paul Bert all played an important part in putting in
place some of the foundations of modern decompression theory.ROBERT BOYLE (1627–
1691)The first of the great diving medicine innovators to describe decompression illness was
Robert Boyle (1627-91), the Irish physicist and chemist who gave us Boyle’s Law, so well know
to diving students all over the world. In 1667, before ‘diving’ was even known, Boyle had
discovered decompression illness.Boyle was the seventh son of Richard Boyle, 1st Earl of Cork
and was born at Lismore Castle, Munster, Ireland. He studied at Eton and then travelled around
Europe for 6 years before returning to his family’s estates in Dorset. He moved to Oxford in 1654
where he carried out a range of experiments on vacuums, combustion and respiration.Robert
BoyleBoyle’s vacuum globeBoyle was studying the behaviour of gases and built a small
pressure chamber, based on Von Guericke’s vacuum pump, to see how animals reacted to
different pressures. He observed that a snake (a viper to be precise) became very distressed
when the air was removed from the ‘receiver’ in which it resided. Boyle’s experimental notes
record ‘I observed the viper furiously tortured in our exhausted receiver, which had manifestly a
conspicuous bubble moving to and fro in the waterous humor of one of its eyes’. This was the
first recorded observation of the bubble formation that leads to decompression illness. Boyle
recorded his observations but had no idea as to why the bubble had been
formed.REDISCOVERYDecompression illness was rediscovered in the early 19th century



although at that time there was still no clear understanding of the cause of the disease. Workers
involved in mining, tunnel construction or building work in pressurised underwater containers as
well as the early hard hat divers began to notice a variety of symptoms when leaving the tunnel
or construction chamber or when ascending after a hard hat dive.In 1844 Royal Engineer
Colonel William Pasley (later Major General Sir William Pasley) was allocated the task of
clearing the wreck of HMS Royal George which had sunk in the Solent in 1787 and was proving
a hazard to navigation for ships entering Portsmouth (United Kingdom), an important Naval
harbour. Pasley decided to use the opportunity to test and evaluate hard hat diving equipment.
Workers on the project regularly undertook long strenuous dives, frequently working up to seven
hours a day at depths of 20m (65ft).During this same time diving bells were increasing in size.
The industrial revolution produced high-capacity air pumps capable of sufficient pressure to
keep water from entering these bells. Diving bells then evolved into dry underwater chambers
allowing several men to work in a dry environment.“Despite the success of the project, all of the
divers involved reported a number of symptoms including aches and pains in various parts of the
body. The cause of the symptoms was unknown and initially these symptoms were referred to as
the “Mysterious Malady”.”The Eads Bridge over the Mississippi River under construction in St.
Louis, Missouri, in 1874 or earlier.In 1830 Lord Cochrane patented the use of compressed air to
provide an air filled working environment underwater or in mines or tunnels which were below
the level of the groundwater.This innovation greatly simplified the task of constructing bridge
footings and tunnels. These dry, pressurised work areas were known as plenum pneumatic or
Caissons, French for ‘’big box.” This design was a major leap forward in engineering, as it
allowed workers easy access from the surface and the pressure inside kept the work area dry.
An air-lock was used to pass materials in and out or to change work shifts. The use of the
Caisson grew rapidly as larger and more ambitious engineering works were undertaken. The
men who worked in these big boxes became known as Caisson workers or just
Caissons.CAISSONS DISEASEAs the use of the Caisson grew a large number of workers
began to complain of symptoms similar to those encountered by the hard hat divers. Caisson
workers reported a number of symptoms including dizzy spells, shortness of breath and sharp
acute pain in the joints or abdomen. After a period the symptoms would reduce, but the worker
was sometimes left with symptoms which refused to disappear completely. It was also noted that
those who suffered from the mysterious malady felt better when they returned to the pressured
environment of the Caisson. As projects got bigger and working pressures increased, the
attacks of the mysterious malady increased, not only in number of victims, but also in severity, so
much so that fatalities started to occur frequently.The term ‘maladie du caisson’ or Caisson’s
Disease was first used in 1841 by a French mining engineer named Triger who noticed that coal
miners working under increased atmospheric pressure suffered from muscular cramping and
pains after returning to the surface.In 1851 Caissons were first used in the construction of a
bridge when they were used by William Cubitt and John Wright in the construction of the
Medway Bridge at Rochester in Kent, England.In 1866, James Eads, was called on to bridge the



Mississippi at St. Louis, Missouri. Instead of the usual truss bridge, he proposed to build three
huge cantilever arches, 500 feet across. Eads was an unconventional choice for building the
bridge; he had never built one before although, despite no formal education, he had a wide
range of design and engineering experience. In his twenties he designed a diving bell and
worked at salvaging cargo from sunken river boats. During the American Civil War, Eads built
ironclad gunboats.This project would stretch current engineering practice as it involved placing
the piers right in the middle of the Mississippi river. Eads knew that the bottom of the Mississippi
was made up of swirling mess of moving mud and silt. Furthermore he knew that the bedrock lay
30m (100 feet) below the mud and silt. Clearly the use of Caissons was the only answer, but they
would need to be used on a scale that had not previously been imagined.The Caissons were 82
feet long and 60 feet wide steel boxes, and open at the bottom. They were floated into position
and then masonry piers were built on top of them, causing them to sink down to the riverbed. Air
was pumped into the caisson under pressure in order to keep the water and mud out.Workers
descended a stairwell through the masonry to the caisson and entered it through an airlock.
Inside, they dug out mud while the whole structure gradually settled downward toward bedrock.
Workers above kept building up the masonry pier on top of the gradually sinking Caisson.The
approach seemed to be working well and it allowed workers to proceed with the project.
However, when the pressure in the Caisson reached twice atmospheric pressure, workers felt
pains in their joints as they returned to the surface. When they reached a depth where the
pressure was three atmospheres the symptoms became worse and a number of workers were
hospitalised. Some suffered total paralysis and in some cases the symptoms were so serious
that the workers died of their injuries. Fifteen workers died, two other workers were permanently
disabled, and 77 were severely afflicted.It was noticed that visitors to the Caissons who only
spent a short period of time under pressure and then returned to the surface never experienced
any problems. Obviously, the less time you spent below, the less you suffered. It was also
noticed that if you ascended slowly from the Caisson the symptoms were reduced. Eads
gradually reduced the working shifts to only 45 minutes and in 1870 ordered that workers always
carried out a slow return to the surface. These measures seemed to work. Doctors, however,
were baffled and couldn’t explain the etiology (physiological cause behind the disease).Even in
Webster’s 1913 Dictionary the definition of Caisson’s Disease shows a clear explanation of the
symptoms but no clear understanding of the causes.DEFINITION: \CAIS″SON DIS*EASE″\
(MED.)A disease frequently induced by remaining for some time in an atmosphere of high
pressure, as in caissons, diving bells, etc. It is characterised by neuralgic pains and paralytic
symptoms. It is variously explained, most probably as due to congestion of internal organs with
subsequent stasis of the blood.Caisson’s disease continued to affect workers throughout the
1800s. During the construction of the Brooklyn Bridge between 1870 and 1883 three people
died and 15% of those who suffered symptoms were left with some level of permanent paralysis.
Unfortunately, due to personality conflicts between James Eads and Washington Roebling, who
took over from his father John as Chief Engineer on the Brooklyn Bridge, Eads never passed on



the knowledge that had been gained during construction of the St Louis Bridge. Washington
Roebling was himself struck down with Caissons disease in 1872 and remained painfully
paralysed for the rest of his life.The Brooklyn BridgeIt was during the construction of the
Brooklyn Bridge that the term “bends” was introduced for the first time. As the workers often had
trouble standing straight their posture was similar to the “Grecian bend” adopted by fashionable
women of the time and so they began to call the problem “the bends”, a name which has stuck
to this day.PAUL BERT (1833–1886)Paul Bert was born at Auxerre in 1833. He entered the Ecole
Polytechnique at Paris with the intention of becoming an engineer; then changing his mind, he
studied law; and finally, he took up physiology. After graduating in Paris as doctor of medicine in
1863 and doctor of science in 1866, he was appointed professor of physiology successively at
Bordeaux and the Sorbonne. After the revolution of 1870 he began to take part in politics and
four years later he was elected to the Assembly, where he sat on the extreme left. He was
elected to the chamber of deputies and served as minister of education and worship. Early in
1886 he was sent to Indochina and appointed resident-general in Annam and Tonkin. Five
months later in November 1886 Bert suddenly died of dysentery in Hanoi. He was 53 years
old.Bert is remembered more as a man of science than as a politician or administrator. His
classical work La Pression Barometrique (1878), laid the foundation of knowledge of the
physiological effects of air-pressure, both above and below atmospheric pressure.Bert became
interested in the problems that low air pressure caused for mountain climbers and balloonists.
This led him to study the problems that divers had with increased pressure as well. He reviewed
the current reports of research in this area. He was struck in particular by the experiences that
Dr. Alphonse Gal had while diving in Greece. Dr. Gal was the first doctor to actually dive in order
to study how the body reacted underwater. Bert studied Gal’s own diving experiences and his
reports on divers who were injured or killed.Bert’s research and experiments led to his
conclusion that pressure does not effect us physically, but rather chemically by changing the
proportions of oxygen in the blood. Too little creates oxygen deprivation and too much creates
oxygen poisoning. He showed that pure oxygen under high pressure can be deadly and to this
day Central Nervous System (CNS) oxygen toxicity is known as the ‘Paul Bert Effect’.Perhaps
his most important discovery was the effect of nitrogen under high pressure, which for the first
time explained decompression. In investigating the causes of decompression illness Bert
exposed 24 dogs to a pressure of between seven and nine and three-quarter atmospheres
(equivalent to a depth of 87.5m or 290ft) and decompressed them rapidly in one to four minutes.
The result was that 21 died, while only one showed no symptoms. In one of his cases, in which
the apparatus burst while at a pressure of nine and a half atmospheres, death was
instantaneous and the body was enormously distended, with the right heart full of gas. However,
he also found that dogs exposed, for moderate periods, to similar pressures suffered no ill
effects provided that the pressure was relieved gradually, in between one and one and a three-
quarter hours.“Bert determined that the symptoms observed were due to the formation of gas
bubbles in the blood and tissues. He also identified nitrogen as the gas which was producing the



bubbles.”He went on to explain that it was the increase in partial pressure of nitrogen which
caused nitrogen to become dissolved in the bodies tissues and then the subsequent reduction
in pressure caused the nitrogen to come out of solution and form bubbles. As a result of this
research Bert concluded that divers and caisson workers decompress slowly and at a constant
rate “for they must not only allow time for the nitrogen of the blood to escape but also to allow the
nitrogen of the tissues time to pass into the blood”.He also went on to suggest stopping divers
halfway to the surface during decompression after a deep dive and as such was the first to
suggest what are now known as deep stops.Bert carried out a number of experiments into
methods of treating the compressed air illness once the symptoms had appeared. His
experiments showed that once bent – the symptoms could be relieved by returning into the
compressed air environment of the Caisson or tunnel and then decompressing the patient
slowly. This was clearly the start of recompression therapy which has been shown to be the most
effective way of treating decompression illness. He also showed that breathing pure oxygen was
highly effective in relieving the symptoms of decompression illness. In one of his experiments on
animals he noted: “The favorable action of oxygen was… evident; after several inhalations (of
oxygen) the distressing symptoms disappeared.”In a later entry, Bert attempted to explain why
oxygen worked. “I thought that if the subject were caused to breathe a gas containing no
nitrogen — pure oxygen for example — the diffusion would take place much more rapidly and
perhaps would even be rapid enough to cause all the gas (nitrogen) to disappear from the
blood.”This is indeed why oxygen is so useful in treating decompression illness. Bert was the first
to propose the concept of oxygen recompression therapy, though the actual practice wasn’t
implemented until many years later.JOHN SCOTT HALDANE (1860–1936)Scottish physiologist
John Scott Haldane is considered to be the father of modern decompression theory. Haldane
was the first scientist to apply a scientific approach to predicting decompression and his
methods form the basis of the majority of modern decompression theories. Haldane was born in
Edinburgh into a notable family. Haldanes had been Lords of Gleneagles since the thirteenth
century and his brother Richard, Lord Haldane of Cloan, was Secretary of War from 1905-1912,
Lord Chancellor and was also the founder of the Territorial Army.Haldane studied medicine at
the University of Edinburgh and graduated in 1884. After graduation he moved to Queen’s
College, Dundee (which at the time was part of St Andrews University). Here he took on the
relatively humble role of demonstrator before transferring to Oxford University. At Oxford he
lectured on medicine and conducted medical research. In 1906, in collaboration with John
Gillies Priestley (1880-1941), he discovered that the respiratory reflex is triggered by an excess
of carbon dioxide in the blood rather than a lack of oxygen.In his later years Haldane became an
authority on the effects of pulmonary diseases on industrial workers and in 1912 was appointed
Director of the Mining Research Laboratory in Doncaster. He was known to half the miners in
Yorkshire as ‘The Doctor’ and was frequently seen underground taking samples of the air or
measuring the thickness of the dust. Haldane’s understanding of the dangers of carbon
monoxide was used to increase safety in the mines. His findings led to the introduction of mice



and canaries as early indicators of air quality. He also devised more effective mine rescue
equipment.Haldane and his wife Kathleen lived in the same house in Oxford for fifty years. The
Haldane residence was an impressive house and would later become part of Wolfson College.
In order to keep the household running the servants included a butler and housemaids, a nurse
and a coachman who would later be replaced by a chauffeur. Haldane often worked at home; he
had a study in the attic as well as a comprehensive laboratory complete with a pressure
chamber so that he could expose his test subjects to the effects of gases under pressure. Often
Haldane would work through the night and then rise late next day in time for lunch. Haldane was
notoriously eccentric and disorganized; according to his wife ‘the carpet in his study was hidden
under layers of papers, the desk piled high … chairs laden with reports and notes and sheets of
calculation’. Sometimes, when entertaining, he would forget his guests and start to consider
some physiological problem then wander off to his laboratory to continue his
experiments.Haldane also founded the Journal of Hygiene and it was in this publication that the
first set of diving decompression tables were published. During his lifetime he also published
Organism and Environment (1917), Respiration (1922) and The Philosophy of a Biologist
(1936).It is Haldane’s work on decompression for which he is most widely remembered,
especially amongst divers. In 1905 Haldane was approached by the Royal Navy’s Deep Diving
Committee to carry out research on a number of aspects of their diving operations. The most
important aspect of this work was looking at ways to avoid the bends or “caissons disease” as it
was then widely known.It had long been observed that men working in pressurised bridge and
tunnel construction areas, known as caissons, would sometimes complain of pain in their joints.
As the depth at which they were working increased, and so the pressure inside the caisson
increased, the severity of the symptoms worsened. Many suffered total paralysis and there were
frequent deaths. Research and practical observation suggested that gasses, breathed under
pressure by the workers, were diffusing into the body’s tissues and when these gasses came
out, in the form of bubbles in the body, the workers got caisson disease, or what we now call
decompression illness (DCI).The same symptoms were seen amongst divers who were
breathing air under pressure. Divers were told to minimise this risk by ascending slowly to begin
with, and then rising faster as they got nearer the surface. Thanks to Haldane’s work, we know
now that this was completely incorrect and potentially very dangerous.Haldane began working
with Dr Teddy Boycott from the Lister Institute in London. A team of Royal Navy divers including
Lieutenant Guy Damant were also assigned to the research. Haldane began experimenting on
goats as they were readily available subjects and are of a similar size to humans. He found that
the body could tolerate a certain amount of excess gas with no apparent ill effects. Caisson
workers pressurised at two atmospheres (10m/33 fsw) experienced no problems, no matter how
long they worked. Similarly goats saturated to 50m (165 fsw) did not develop DCS if
decompressed to half ambient pressure.Haldane wrote “the formation of bubbles depends,
evidently, on the existence of a state of supersaturation of the body fluids with nitrogen.
Nevertheless there was abundant evidence that, when the excess of atmospheric pressure does



not exceed about one-and-a-quarter atmospheres, there is complete immunity from symptoms
due to the bubbles, however long the exposure to the compressed air may have been, and
however rapid the decompression. Thus, bubbles of nitrogen are not liberated within the body
unless the supersaturation corresponds to more than a decompression from a total pressure of
two-and-a-quarter atmospheres to a total pressure of one atmosphere (i.e. that normally existing
on the surface of the earth).”In order to explain these observations Haldane proposed four basic
principles;1.Gas absorption and elimination in a tissue occurs exponentially2.Different tissues
absorb and release gas at different rates3.Decompression is achieved by decreasing ambient
pressure4.Gas tension in a tissue must not exceed approximately twice ambient
pressure“Haldane suggested that we consider the body as a group of tissues which absorbed
and released gases at different rates.”This meant the tissues were all exposed simultaneously to
the breathing gasses at ambient pressure but each tissue reacted to the gas pressure in a
different way. He then went on to suggest a mathematical model to describe how each of the
tissues absorbs and releases gases and put limits on the amount of over-pressurisation that the
tissues could tolerate.Haldane introduced the concept of half-times to model the uptake and
release of nitrogen into the blood. The half-time is the time required for a particular tissue to
become half saturated with a gas. He suggested five tissue compartments with half-times of 5,
10, 20, 40 and 75 minutes.He also demonstrated that decompression was most dangerous
nearest the surface. One of the key elements of Haldane’s work and one that is still as relevant
today, is that he identified that it is the relative pressure differences that are important rather than
just the absolute depth changes. As we are now well aware, a diver ascending from 60m would
have to travel 35m before the absolute pressure on him was halved (7 bar to 3.5 bar), but only
15m to achieve the same result from 20m (3 bar to 1.5 bar). He wrote “Hence it seemed to me
probable that it would be just as safe to diminish the pressure rapidly from four atmospheres to
two, or from six atmospheres to three, as from two atmospheres to one. If this were the case, a
system of stage decompression would be possible and would enable the diver to get rid of the
excess of nitrogen through the lungs far more rapidly than if he came up at an even rate. The
duration of exposure to high pressure could also be shortened very considerably without
shortening the period available for work on the bottom”.Haldane also developed practical dive
tables based on his research that included slower ascent rates as the diver approached the
surface. The results of this research and Haldane’s diving tables were published in 1908 in the
Journal of Hygiene.Following the report of the Admiralty’s Deep Diving Committee it was
decided to publish the committee’s conclusions in the form of a blue book available to the public.
The conclusions were universally accepted and it became the foundation of all diving
operations, both in the UK and abroad.In 1915 Haldane was asked to investigate the poison gas
being used by the Germans in the trenches of France. During his research into these gases
Haldane often ended up breathing samples of these gases while testing new designs of gas
masks. Haldane’s lungs were permanently damaged by this and would cause problems for the
rest of his life. However the result of this work was that Haldane developed one of the first



effective gas masks and as a result saved many thousands of lives. Haldane also invented
several tests and measuring devices including a gas analysis apparatus that enabled
physiologists to estimate the gases present in the blood from a small blood sample.Haldane
died of pneumonia in 1936 at the age of seventy-five. His lungs had never recovered from his
experiments during the First World War. He had just returned from a trip to the Middle East
where he had been investigating heat stroke amongst oil workers. He was cremated and his
ashes scattered at the family graveyard at the mouth of Gleneagles.US NAVYPrior to 1912, US
Navy divers had rarely ventured below 18m/60 fsw. In that year, Chief Gunner George D. Stillson
had proposed that the US Navy study the work of Haldane in order to allow US Navy divers to
safely dive below 18m/60 fsw. Stillson set up a program to test Haldane’s diving tables and
methods of stage decompression. An additional goal of the program was to develop general
improvements in Navy diving equipment and procedures. Throughout a three-year period, first
diving in tanks ashore and then in open water in Long Island Sound from the USS Walke, the
Navy divers went progressively deeper, eventually reaching 83m/274 fsw. Stillson also studied
the affects of using pure oxygen during decompression. As a result of these studies the Navy
published their own set of tables in 1915. They were known as the C&R tables as they were
published by the Bureau of Construction and Repair.The experience gained in Stillson’s program
was put to dramatic use six months later when the submarine USS F-4 sank near Honolulu,
Hawaii. Twenty-one men lost their lives in the accident and the Navy lost it’s first boat in 15 years
of submarine operations. Navy divers salvaged the submarine and recovered the bodies of the
crew. The salvage effort incorporated many new techniques, such as the use of lifting pontoons,
but what was most remarkable was that three US Navy divers, Crilley, Loughman, and Nielson
completed a major salvage effort working at the extreme depth of 92m/304 fsw, using air as a
breathing mixture. These dives remain the record for the use of standard deep-sea diving
dress.Because of the depth and the necessary decompression, each diver could remain on the
bottom for only ten minutes. Even for such a limited time, the men found it hard to concentrate on
the job at hand. They were, of course, being affected by nitrogen narcosis.The USS F-4In 1916
the US Navy established the Deep Sea Diving School based at the US Naval Torpedo Station in
Newport, Rhode Island. It wasn’t until 1924 that the results of Stilson’s work in developing
working practices and procedures were published as the first US Navy Diving Manual.In 1930
Charles Shilling showed that existing tables didn’t adequately cover decompression for longer
deep dives. Five years later in 1935 J A Hawkins analysed Shilling’s data and concluded that a
surfacing ratio of 2:1 was too conservative for the faster tissues and not conservative enough for
the slower tissues. Hawkins realised that rather than a single surfacing ratio for all the tissue
compartments each compartment should have its own individual surfacing ratio. In 1937 O D
Yarbrough further developed Hawkins work. He observed that the 5 and 10 min compartments
could tolerate such an over pressurisation ratio that they could effectively be ignored. However
the ratio for the other compartments was reduced in order to make the tables more conservative.
Revised tables were published without the 5 and 10 minute compartments, just with the 20, 40



and 75 minute compartments but each with their own over-pressurisation ratio. This was the first
major development to the model since Haldane had developed the approach in 1907. However
there were still problems with Yarbrough’s tables when applied to long, deep dives. In the late
1940s Otto E Van Der Aue was studying surface decompression. He was working at the US
Navy Experimental Diving Unit conducting a large series of experimental dives in order to
produce acceptable surface decompression schedules. The decompression schedules were the
first in which a tissue half-time of 120 minutes was used in their calculation. All were completed
in October 1945 with air. The first was to 10m/33ft for 24 hours with direct surfacing. No cases of
DCS resulted in the four divers. The next two dives were to 10m/33ft for 36 hours with 4 divers in
each exposure. Two of the divers developed bends. The last dive was to 36m/99ft for 12 hours
followed by decompression to 10m/33ft for a stay of 24 hours. Both the divers using this
schedule suffered DCS. The conclusion was that for decompression from longer dives long half-
time tissues needed to be assigned lower ratios than short half-time tissues. In other words, the
2:1 ratio for decompression did not work.As part of this series four dives were done which
resulted in total saturation of all tissue compartments, Van Der Aue used the term ‘Saturation
Dive’ to describe these dives and this is the first recorded use of this phrase. In the early 1950s
the US Navy decided to revise its tables in order to improve their safety. This was carried out by
M Des Granges and Lt Cmdr J V Dwyer. They found that, as depth and time increases so must
depth of decompression. They restored the 5 and 10 minute compartments and also added a
much slower 120 minute compartment. This was to account for long deep dives which had
proved to be the Achilles heel of a number of the previous tables. In 1956 the revised US Navy
Standard Air Decompression Tables were published. A review of the tables in 1965 showed a
DCS incidence of 0.69% as compared to 1.1% for the tables developed by Yarbrough in
1937.ROBERT WORKMANThe approach to decompression modelling proposed by Haldane
was used with minor modifications from 1908 through until the 1960s. These modifications were
primarily changes to the number of compartments and half-times used. As we have seen US
Navy tables published in 1937 and based on research by O D Yarbrough used only three
compartments as the two fastest compartments were dropped (5 and 10 mins). Later revisions
in the 1950s restored the fast 5 and 10 minute compartments as well as adding a slower 120
minute compartment to give a total of six compartments. It wasn’t until the 1960s that any
fundamental changes to the model were considered. Robert D Workman of the U.S. Navy
Experimental Diving Unit (NEDU) was a medical doctor with the rank of Captain in the Medical
Corps. It had been observed that tables based on Haldane’s work and subsequent refinements
were still inadequate when it came to longer and deeper dives. Workman undertook a review of
the basis of the model as well as subsequent research performed by the US Navy. Workman
revised Haldane’s model to take into account the fact that each of the various tissue
compartments can tolerate a different amount of over-pressurisation and that this level changes
with depth. He introduced the term “M-Value” to describe the amount of over-pressurisation
each compartment could tolerate at any depth. Workman also added three further slow tissue



compartments with 160, 200 and 240 minutes half-times. M-Values still form a critical part of
decompression theory and will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2. Rather than present his
calculations as a completed table Workman presented his conclusions in the form of an
equation which could be used to calculate the results for any depth. He also made the
observation that “a linear projection of M-Values is useful for computer programming as well”
and so was one of the first people to identify the role that computers would come to play in the
calculation of decompression tables.PROFESSOR ALBERT BÜHLMANN (1923–
1994)Professor Albert A Bühlmann MD, began research into decompression in 1959 at the
Laboratory of Hyperbaric Physiology, part of the University Hospital in Zurich, Switzerland.
Bühlmann continued his research for over thirty years and made a number of important
contributions to decompression science.Bühlmann specialized in the patho-physiology of the
respiratory and circulatory systems. He took a particular interest in respiratory physiology under
extreme atmospheric conditions, of the kind encountered at high altitudes or whilst diving. For
the majority of his career his main interest was professional deep diving. In 1959 he supervised
successful experimental dives to a depth of 120 metres in Lake Zurich using Trimix gas mixtures
and changes of mixture during decompression. In the next two years Professor Bühlmann and
Hannes Keller demonstrated the practical results of their research with simulated dives to 300
metres. In the following years Bühlmann worked with the US Navy who funded a series of
experimental extended dives in the range of 150 to 300 metres. Bühlmann also worked with
Shell Oil who were interested in the practical implications of his research as they could be
applied to commercial dives involved with undersea oil fields.Much of Bühlmann’s research was
intended to determine the longest half-time compartments for nitrogen and helium. As a result of
this work Bühlmann extended the number of half-time compartments to 16. He also investigated
the decompression implications of diving at altitude. A number of severe cases of DCS showed
that high altitude diving was very dangerous when using standard ‘sea level’ decompression
tables. Decompression tables that could be used at a range of altitudes were published following
a series of simulated high altitude dives. Bühlmanns’ method for decompression calculations
was similar to the one that Workman had prescribed. This included M-Values which expressed a
linear relationship between ambient pressure and the maximum inert gas pressure in the tissue
compartments. The major difference between the two approaches was that Workman’s M-
Values were based on depth pressure (i.e. diving from sea level) and Bühlmann’s M-Values were
based on absolute pressure (i.e. for diving at altitude).In 1983 he published the results of his
years of research in the first edition (in German) of a successful book entitled “Decompression –
Decompression Sickness”. An English translation of the book was published in 1984. This book
was the first nearly complete reference on making decompression calculations that was widely
available to the diving public. As a result, the “Bühlmann algorithm” became the basis for most of
the world’s in-water decompression computers and do-it-yourself desktop computer
programmes.Three more editions of the book were published in German in 1990, 1993, and
1995 with the revised title “Tauchmedizin” or “Diving Medicine.” An English translation of the 4th



Edition of the book (1995) has still not been published.Bühlmann’s model was also used to
generate tables which became the standard diving tables for a number of sport diving
associations. Max Hahn used Bühlmann’s model to develop tables which were adopted by the
Swiss Underwater Sport Association and the Association of German Sports Divers. In the UK
Bob Cole developed a set of tables for the Sub-Aqua Association. In 1987, working in
conjunction with Bühlmann, he developed the SAA Bühlmann System which is made up of the
tables themselves together with a set of rules and procedures for using them safely.Prof.
Bühlmann died suddenly of heart failure in 1994 at the age of 70. Although he was not himself a
diver he made a great impact on the science of decompression. He constantly tried to create
tables which resulted in the lowest possible risk while avoiding unnecessarily long
decompression. His work gained worldwide recognition and in 1993 he received an award from
the Divers Alert Network (DAN) for his life’s work in the service of decompression
science.Decompression Principles2The deeper we dive and the longer we stay down, the more
nitrogen is absorbed into our bodyOVERVIEWWhen we are at the surface, breathing normal air,
the nitrogen dissolved in our body is in equilibrium with the nitrogen in the air. Even the bodies of
those people who have never dived will contain dissolved nitrogen in equilibrium with the
nitrogen in the air. When we dive, the weight of the water around us increases the ambient
pressure acting on us and we must breathe compressed air, or some other compressed
breathing gas, in order to counteract the pressure of the water and allow our lungs to expand. As
this breathing gas is compressed or pressurised then we are breathing a gas at a higher
pressure than we would be breathing at the surface. This higher pressure means that there is
more nitrogen than in the air we breathe at the surface. This increased pressure of nitrogen in
the gas we are breathing results in more nitrogen being absorbed by the tissues of the body. The
deeper we dive and the longer we stay down, the more nitrogen is absorbed into our body until
after some time our bodies are once again in equilibrium with the gas we are breathing. It will
take many hours, even days for our tissues to reach this equilibrium or to become saturated.
Once we reach this level then we will not take on any more nitrogen at that depth. However if we
were to descend to a greater depth and the pressure were once again to increase then we would
again start to take on nitrogen until we were once again saturated. As we ascend at the end of
the dive the situation is reversed. In ascending we are reducing the ambient pressure around us
and as a result the pressure of the gas we are breathing. We are now in a situation where the
nitrogen in our tissues is potentially at a higher pressure than the gas we are breathing. At this
point the nitrogen starts to come out of our tissues into the lungs and is breathed out with each
breath. If we have too much nitrogen in our body then the nitrogen cannot come out fast enough
and bubbles may form in the body. This is the cause of decompression illness or the bends. If we
have stayed down too long or ventured too deep then we may have to pause during the ascent
to allow the nitrogen to escape. This is the reason why we have to perform decompression
stops.FIGURE 1: Overview of the flow of nitrogen during a diveTHE AIR WE BREATHEThe
human body is well adapted to breathing air at one atmosphere (ATA) or one bar of pressure. For



thousands of years the atmospheric pressure at the Earth’s surface has been effectively
constant and so through years of evolution we have come to consider this pressure to be the
norm. Despite concerns over pollution and greenhouse gases the composition of air is
remarkably consistent around the world. The air that we breathe contains:Gas% by Volume% by
WeightParts per MillionChemical SymbolNitrogen78.0875.47780840N2Oxygen20.9523.202094
60O2Argon0.931.289340ArCarbon Dioxide0.030.046300CO2Neon0.00180.001218.21NeHeliu
m0.00050.000075.24HeKrypton0.00010.00031.14KrHydrogen0.00005Negligible0.50H2Xenon8
.7 × 10-60.000040.087XeTABLE 1: Composition of Normal AirFor most physiological or medical
situations we are primarily interested in the oxygen content of the air we breathe. It is the oxygen
that the body uses to burn fuel and to create energy. Nitrogen and the other trace gases are
chemically and biologically inert at atmospheric pressure which means that on the surface they
have no chemical or biological affect on us. Combined with the fact that there are such small
traces of argon, xenon and the other trace gases it is customary to group all of the inert gases
together and to assume that air is made up of 21% oxygen and 79% nitrogen.This air is taken
into the lungs and mixes with the gas already in the lungs which includes carbon dioxide
generated by the respiration within the body’s cells as well as some water vapour. This means
that the gases within the lungs have a slightly different make up to the atmosphere in general.
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David Elliott, “This is a great book!. This is a great book. It was suggested by my AOW
instructor. The author has done an excellent job of distilling the scientific literature into a single,
understandable book. I expect I will be going back to this book for years as I get more advanced
and want to refresh myself. I recommend it for all divers who want to understand what is going
on inside themselves.Second review - Since my first review, this book was suggested by my
Deco Procedures instructor. I read it again. It's still great!Third review - I'm now a dive instructor
and recommend this book to all of my students interested in the subject, or intending to go deep
or stay long.”

J. M. Oles, “A must read for professional and technical scuba divers.. This book is a fairly quick
read. It brings doctoral-level decompression theory down to the undergraduate-level. Mark
Powell is obviously not a professional writter, and his editor could have helped him on style a
little bit more, as some of his sentances require a re-read or two. But all in all a great primer on
deco theory and the physiology of deco diving. A must read for all professional scuba divers and
tech divers.”

DMP, “A gem for all technical divers. Regardless of experience level this is a valuable book for all
divers.  It's well written and accessible as you read, what at times is technical.”

dsc106, “Excellent writing, with material and information not accessible elsewhere. Surprisingly
fantastic book. Very easy read, super important info, and by far the best treatment on the subject
anywhere - nothing compares to this online. And from my understanding, this is pretty much the
only book of it's kind, and a darn good one. Should be considered required reading if you are at
all series about Scuba diving.”

Raider, “Excellent refrence book. This is a well written, detailed book on the issue of
decompression.  Worth the read for any diver.”

Scrumtrulescent, “Enjoyed this greatly!. Fun read if you're interested. This book goes into depth
how to better understand decompression sickness in an easy way to understand.”

Latro, “Watch your ppo2. Great information for the experienced diver who is thinking of going
technical. Also a good refresher for tek divers”

J. Massey, “Fascinating and accessible. Strikes the balance perfectly between not skimping on
detail but at the same time remaining accessible to the non-physiologist. Highly recommended
for any diver, especially any one who has ever wonder "what the hell is my computer actually
calculating...?"”



Tamas Tringer, “Excellent book, tons of useful informations. It's a must-read for those who are
moving to technical diving, but it is very useful for recreational divers too. Thorough explanations
using graphs and tables. Easy to understand what's happening in the divers body under
compression and decompression. Haven't finished it yet, enjoying every page of it.”

John Townshend, “A must for all divers. This book is a very good read - a must for the serious
diver. It is extremely informative with explanations in reasonable depth, but in layman's terms, so
easily understandable. It has a good technical aspect to it and the writer is extremely
knowledgeable on the subject. Books like this may just help reduce diving accidents if more
divers have a greater understanding of the effects of compression on the human body, and how
to miniseries and avoid decompression  incidents.”

A.S., “Fantastic. Written very well to make the subject easy to understand no matter what the
readers science or diving knowledge.Thoroughly enjoyable.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A Must read for all Tech Divers.. Well written and easy to understand. I
insist all my students purchase a copy before moving in to Tech Diving.”

The book by Mark Powell has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 164 people have provided feedback.
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